. lel with behavioral learning so that they increasingly Second, PFC can be regarded as the highest order assoallowed correct decoding of previous and future goal ciation cortex, and accordingly, its neural correlates are choices. In well-trained rats, considerable decoding less clearly understood compared to those in sensory was possible based on only a few neurons and after or motor cortices. Regarding working memory, neural removing continuously active delay cells. These redynamics during the delay period appear to be more sults show that neural activity in the prefrontal cortex complicated than simple reverberation for the maintechanges dynamically during new task learning so that nance of RM (Fuster, 1997; Miller, 1999). Third, disworking memory is robustly represented and that charges of PFC neurons are not independent but signifiworking memory can be mediated by sequential acti- 
Introduction tion vectors based on successfully recorded unit activities (Georgopoulos et al., 1986
). In this situation, Working memory refers to the short-lasting memory functional interpretation of unit data would be greatly buffer of the brain that represents the current content of facilitated by monitoring activities of a large number of ongoing conscious mental operations (Baddeley, 1986) . neurons simultaneously. Ensemble recording is advanDelay tasks, such as delayed response and delayed tageous in another respect; it permits obtaining a large alternation tasks, have been widely used for the study amount of unit data. This facilitates investigation of neuof working memory. An essential nature of these tasks ral dynamics in the course of learning a new task, which is the temporal gap (delay period) between a sensory would be difficult with conventional recording techcue (or previous response) and a subsequent behavioral niques. response, during which a retrospective memory (RM) of
In the present study, we recorded from multiple single the presented cue (or previous response) or a prospecneurons in rat medial PFC (mPFC) in the course of learntive memory (PM) of the future behavioral choice should ing a new delayed alternation task, in order to obtain be maintained in order to yield a correct response. Beinsights into the dynamics of population code for workhavioral studies have shown that damage in the prefroning memory. Part of the present study has been pretal cortex (PFC) impairs performance in these tasks sented previously in abstract form (Baeg et al., 2002, across various mammalian species (Kolb, 1990 Figure  1E , the levels of PG-dependent trajectory divergence were maintained similarly across the 8 days of training. A regression analysis indicated that the slope of the curve in Figure 1E was not significantly different from 0 (p Ͼ 0.05). Moreover, the animal spent the majority (84.8% Ϯ 0.3%) of time during the delay period consuming water reward at an identical location (the central reward location), regardless of where the animal had come from (PG) or where it was going (FG). It is therefore unlikely that PG-or FG-dependent difference in the movement trajectory played a significant role in future goal choice behavior of the animals. The length of delay was not significantly different depending on PG or FG in most sessions (unpaired Student's t test, p Ͼ 0.05; 31 out of 36 sessions for both central reward location across different trials; i.e., the animal behavior during the delay period was largely homogeneous regardless of PG or FG. nate two spatial locations to obtain a water reward on a figure 8-shaped maze ( Figure 1A) . The rats learned Neural Activity Changes during New Task Learning the task rapidly, improving from 47.5% Ϯ 6.8% to We recorded from a total of 425 units from 5 rats. The 92.6% Ϯ 3.2% correct choice over 8 days of training.
units were recorded with variable stability (1-8 days of Improvement was especially rapid across days 1 and 2.
consecutive recordings), so that different unit populaAlso, as training progressed, the overall speed of the tions were recorded in an overlapping manner across 8 rat increased (Figure 1B) , and the movement trajectory days. Of all recorded units, we included in the analysis changed. Figure 1 shows two examples of cumulative only those that emitted at least 100 spikes during the animal trajectories in an early (day 1) and late (day 8) delay period across all trials. A total of 376 units (daily phase of training. As shown, the animal frequently made average of 10.4 Ϯ 1.0 per rat, range of 2-25 units) were large lateral head movements on day 1 ( Figure 1C ). This included in the analysis. The overall mean firing rate of behavior rapidly disappeared as training progressed the analyzed units was 7.2 Ϯ 0.5 Hz. An example that ( Figure 1D ). In addition, as the rat exited the central shows changes in unit activity throughout 8 days of section of the maze to approach either reward location, training is shown in Figure 2A . As shown, unit activity the animal trajectory diverged earlier (i.e., at a lower during the delay period increased in a manner depenlocation) as training progressed. dent upon the goal choice as training progressed. Note The central section of the maze was meant to serve that goal choice-dependent delay activity first appeared as the delay period. Because the lower and upper portoward the end of training on day 1 and firing rate during tions of the central section contained divergent trajectothe delay period increased over the first few days. Thirtyries depending on the previous goal choice (PG) and eight units (10.1% of all analyzed units) maintained confuture goal choice (FG), respectively, we included in the tinuously elevated activity throughout the delay period dependent upon PG as shown in Figure 2A (see below). delay period only the portion of the central section that Initially, we analyzed changes in single neuron activity suggest that mPFC neural activity conveyed greater amounts of information about PG and FG as the animals during the delay period over the course of training. The index of biased firing (I b ) over 8 days of training showed learned the task. This was examined by assessing how accurately PG or FG could be decoded from neuronal different patterns of change for PG and FG. I b for PG was relatively high as early as on day 1 and it increased activity during the delay period. The Bayesian method showed improvement in decoding PG as well as FG only slowly, whereas I b for FG was initially low, but increased rapidly over the course of training ( Figure 2B) . over the time course of learning. A regression analysis indicated that the slopes of both decoding curves were A regression analysis indicated that the slope of I b curve for FG was significantly positive (p Ͻ 0.001) whereas significantly positive (p Ͻ 0.001 for both). The improvement reached 64.9% Ϯ 2.9% and 62.6% Ϯ 2.7% correct that for PG was not significantly different from 0 (p Ͼ 0.05), indicating that PFC units showed substantial dedecoding of PG and FG, respectively, on day 8 (n ϭ 38 units; Figure 2D ), indicating that single mPFC neurons, grees of PG-dependent firing from the early phase of training. On the other hand, normalized rank sum value on average, allow well-above chance prediction of PG and FG. (Z w ) for both PG and FG changed so that unit firing was more biased depending on the goal choice as training Next, we analyzed neuronal ensemble activities of the delay period in relation to behavior. Two different decodprogressed ( Figure 2C) . A regression analysis indicated that the slopes of both Z w curves were significantly negaing methods, the template-matching and Bayesian methods, showed improvement in decoding PG as well tive (p Ͻ 0.001 for both). These changes in I b and Z w The maximum levels of decoding on day 8 were that information about PG (i.e., RM) existed in the early similar to those shown in Figure 3A ( the opposite PG, p Ͻ 0.01; Figure 5B ), suggesting that To obtain insights into the nature of information consimilar information (PG) was processed across error and veyed in correct trials, we compared neuronal activity correct trials in the early delay period. In the late delay between correct and error trials in the early and late period, correct-correct correlation was higher than erdelay period. All trials were divided into four groups, ror-correct correlations, but this difference was not stadepending on the combination of PG and FG (LR, LL, tistically significant (one-way ANOVA, p Ͼ 0.05; Figure  RL , and RR). Then, as many correct trials (LR and RL) 5A). However, correct-correct distance was significantly as the number of error trials (LL and RR, respectively) shorter than both types of error-correct distance (onewere randomly selected, and correlations were meaway ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.001; post hoc Scheffe test, correctsured between the selected and remaining correct trials correct distance versus error-correct distance with the (correct-correct correlation; LR versus LR and RL versus same PG, p Ͻ 0.001; correct-correct distance versus RL), between error trials and the remaining correct trials error-correct distance with the opposite PG, p Ͻ 0.001; with the same PG (error-correct correlation with the Figure 5B ). These results show that neuronal activities same PG; RR versus RL and LL versus LR), and between are similar between error and correct trials with the same error trials and the remaining correct trials with the oppo-PG in the early delay period but somewhat different site PG (error-correct correlation with the opposite PG; between error and correct trials in the late delay period. RR versus LR and LL versus RL). All correlation coefficients were converted to Fisher's z for normalization in this analysis (Rosner, 1995) . We also measured normalSize of Neural Population To assess the relationship between the number of units ized Euclidian distances in neuronal ensemble activities among these groups, using a discriminant analysis. If a in the ensemble and the level of correct goal decoding, the number of units was systematically reduced. We given portion of the delay period (e.g., the early delay period) carried information about PG (RM) as in error used the data from days 5-8 for this analysis. For each the middle of the delay period was contaminated by neural activities outside the delay period. Nevertheless, the level of goal choice decoding was similar with and without continuous DDCs at most time steps. This is because activities of noncontinuous DDCs were distributed throughout the delay period so that each time window contained some of them. Figure 7E shows an example of simultaneously recorded unit responses during the delay period, excluding continuous DDCs. The above result could be contaminated from continu- of PG across the entire delay period, albeit at lower levels than control at some time steps with the template- 
Decoding without Continuous Delay Cells matching protocol. These results indicate that the main-A number of units exhibited different levels of activity tenance of working memory by a group of noncontinudepending on PG or FG during the delay period in wellous DDCs is not because of spurious classification of trained rats (differential delay cells, DDCs). Some of the continuous DDCs as noncontinuous DDCs. differential neurons maintained PG-specific activities throughout the entire delay period (continuous DDCs

Ϯ 0.3 s). Decoding was based on neuronal ensemble
Most points were found below the 45Њ line (toward the activity within a 1 s time window that moved at 50 ms temporal domain), indicating that the variation in the time steps. Because the average delay duration was temporal domain tended to be higher than in the spatial ‫5ف‬ s, we moved the window up to 1.5 s forward from domain. The average SDs of time and position were the beginning, and up to 1.5 s backward from the end 0.58 Ϯ 0.54 and 0.20 Ϯ 0.09 (n ϭ 376), respectively, of the delay period. Figures 7C and 7D shows PG decodwhich were significantly different (paired Student's t ing with and without continuous DDCs in these time test, p Ͻ 0.001). These results indicate that the position windows. As shown, neuronal ensemble activity without on the maze is a more important factor than the time of continuous DDCs (10% of day 5 unit data) allowed signifdelay for mPFC unit discharge in the current task. icant decoding of PG across the entire delay period. The level of correct decoding was reduced as the 1 s time window moved toward the middle of the delay Discussion period. This is because of variable delay durations across different trials and dependence of unit discharge Development of Neural Representations for Working Memory upon position on the maze rather than time of delay (Figure 8, see below) . Also, because the delay duration
Learning is an essential component of PFC functions.
In order for an animal to survive in an ever-changing was shorter than 2.5 s in some trials, decoding toward environment, it has to adaptively modify its behavior the course of learning a new delayed alternation task. The results show that neuronal ensemble activities duraccording to environmental changes. As the PFC subserves planning of future behavior (Fuster, 1997) , the ing the delay period conveyed increasing amounts of information about PG and FG as training progressed, PFC must adjust its activity according to changes in environment so that the most appropriate behaviors are indicating that representations of working memory develop in the PFC in parallel with behavioral learning. In generated in a given situation. In this regard, one of the well-known deficits that occurs following damage in the well-trained rats, less than 30 neurons allowed ‫%09ف‬ correct decoding of PG and FG. A previous study has PFC is the inability of the animal to adapt to changes in behavioral tasks (Fuster, 1997) between correct and error trials in the late delay period. It is possible that neuronal ensemble activity in the late delay period of correct trials conveyed information working memory is robustly and redundantly repreabout PG more faithfully than that in error trials, and sented among PFC neurons.
behavioral errors are attributable to insufficient mainteThe present results suggest that the PFC "learned" nance of RM in the late delay period in error trials. This to maintain initially available working memory throughis not very likely, because considerable decoding of PG out the entire delay period. Decoding of PG was possible was possible from activities of less than 30 neurons in even on day 1 in the early delay period, and, as training the late delay period of error trials. If the entire mPFC is progressed, correct decoding of PG and FG was possiconcerned, the RM of PG would be much more faithfully ble across the entire delay period, indicating that initially represented. These considerations lead to an alternative available information about PG in the early delay period possibility that RM was successfully transformed to PM became available throughout the entire delay period.
across the delay period in correct trials but not in error What is the neural mechanism underlying the observed trials, so that neural activity in the late delay period of changes in neural activity? The animals were rewarded of correct trials largely conveyed information about FG. only after correct behavioral choices (alternation) in the This possibility is consistent with previous studies that present study (reinforcement learning; Sutton and Barto, suggested transformation from retrospective to pro-1998). It is possible that, when a correct choice is made, spective coding across the delay period in monkey PFC the past sequence of neural activity gets reinforced so (Rainer et al., 1999; Takeda and Funahashi, 2002) . The that neural activity in the late delay period is associated present results do not provide direct evidence for this with that in the early delay period. This will lead to a possibility, however, because of the nature of the behavgradual development of delay period neural activity that ioral task employed (delayed alternation). Future work differentiates left versus right PG (and FG). This possibilemploying an appropriately designed behavioral task is ity is consistent with the "relay race" hypothesis of workneeded to obtain more direct evidence. ing memory maintenance across the delay period (Batuev et al., 1980) . Alternatively, the animals may have captured the "rule" of the task in an abrupt manner (Rosner, 1995) .
Decoding of Goal Choice Experimental Procedures
The template-matching and Bayesian methods were used as described previously (Zhang et al., 1998; Oram et al., 1998) . The data Behavioral Task from the trials of a given day were divided into two halves, so that The behavioral task was a spatial delayed alternation task on a the first and second halves served as the training and test phases, figure 8-shaped maze (Jung et al., 1998) . The dimension of the maze respectively. Then the average firing rates of all neurons in the was 90 ϫ 50 cm, and the width of the track was 9-13 cm. It was training phase were obtained for each goal choice: elevated from the floor with 40 cm high walls along the entire track. Five male Sprague-Dawley rats (9-13 weeks old) were trained to f(g) ϭ (f 1 (g), f 2 (g), …, f N (g)), alternate between two spatial locations (ᮋ, Figure 1A ) on the maze to obtain water reward for 8 days. They were required to go through where g denotes goal choice (either left or right). Decoding of goal choice was based on a firing rate vector of each trial in the test the central section of the maze, regardless of PG. Thus, the central section of the maze served as the delay period during which RM of phase:
r ϭ (r 1 , r 2 , …, r N ). correct trials. Distances were averaged according to the same PG (LL-LR and RR-RL) or opposite PG (LL-RL and RR-LR). Various scaling methods can be used for the template-matching Differential Delay Cells method. We used the following method, which is equivalent to comWe first determined the units that showed differential firing in the paring Pearson's correlation coefficients, because it yielded the delay period depending on PG. Firing rates during the delay period best performance among various scaling methods we tested: of all trials were divided into two groups according to PG, and they were compared with a Student's t test. Those units with p Decoded goal choice ϭ max ͚ (r i Ϫr)(f i (g) Ϫf(g)) √ ͚ (r i Ϫ r) 2 ͚ (f i (g) Ϫ f(g)) 2 values Ͻ0.01 were determined to be DDCs. Continuous DDCs were further selected from the DDCs with the following. Those trials that were associated with preferential PG were selected and then each where f(g) and r indicate the mean firing rates averaged over N delay period of the selected trials was divided into four equal duraneurons during training and test phases, respectively. tions, and average firing rate was calculated for each duration across Bayesian or probabilistic decoding was performed as follows: all trials. If average firing rates of all four durations were higher than Decoded goal choice ϭ max P(g|r).
the average firing rate during the time periods on the maze other than the delay, the unit was considered as continuous DDCs. The P(g|r) was calculated from the following formula of conditional probrest were determined to be noncontinuous DDCs. When examining ability:
the role of noncontinuous DDCs in maintaining working memory, continuous DDCs were sometimes more broadly defined to exclude P(g|r)P(r) ϭ P(r|g)P(g), more units from the population. In such cases, those DDCs with average firing rates of at least three delay durations (instead of four) where P(g) is the probability of goal choice by the animal and P(r|g) exceeding the average firing rate in the other periods of time except is the probability for the firing rate vector r to occur that is associated the delay periods were defined as continuous DDCs. with either goal choice. The probability P(r) for the firing rate vector Statistical Tests r was not calculated because it was common for both goal choices.
All data are expressed as mean Ϯ SEM. Student's t test and one-P(r|g) was calculated as the following assuming Gaussian distribuway ANOVA were used for statistical comparisons. A p value Ͻ0.05 tion of unit activity data: was used as the criterion for a significant statistical difference. 
P(r|g)
